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ABSTRACT

The roughness i.e. the morphology of rock joints is the dominant factor affecting
mechanical behaviour of rock masses (stability, fluid circulation, etc.), but unfortunately, an
adequate and unique mathematical representation of roughness has not be yet established and
remains a great challenge. Since a unique representation of the roughness seems to be very
difficult this paper is an attempt to describe it keeping in mind the ultimate objective of our
work : prediction of damaged areas. We have computed a grey level image from geostatistical
3D reconstruction of a natural fracture surface. Applying classical tools of mathematical
morphology we analyse morphological features contributing to the roughness of the fracture.
Then we try to link them with damaged areas occurring during sliding (mechanical
deformation depending on applied normal stress and shear displacement) and we propose
some criteria to predict these damaged areas.
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INTRODUCTION

Just as well for finding oil in specific field as for rock excavation design and stability or
understanding of seismicity, the prediction of the hydromechanical behaviour of fractured
rock masses at the field scale is an important challenge. Making the links between what is
currently known about the hydromechanical behaviour of fractures at the laboratory,
intermediate and field scale would be essential to predicting the hydromechanical behaviour of
fractured rock masses. In this paper we focus our attention on the laboratory scale. Through
laboratory research performed over the past ten years, many of the critical links between
fracture characteristics and hydromechanical and mechanical behaviour have been made for
individual fractures. One of the remaining challenges at the laboratory scale is to directly link
fracture morphology (roughness) with shear behaviour with changes in stress and shear
direction. Another remaining challenge is also to link fiacture morphology with a flow, and to
the changes in the flow that occur with changes in the stress and shear direction. The ultimate
objective of this work is to determine the 3D structural morphological factors (asperities,












